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ENERGY AND CLIMATE CHANGE WORKING GROUP held at ZOOM on 
WEDNESDAY, 7 SEPTEMBER 2022 at 7.00 pm 
 
 
Present: Councillor L Pepper (Chair) 
 Councillors M Caton, G Driscoll, B Light, R Pavitt and G Smith 
 
Officers in 
attendance: 

B Brown (Assistant Director - Environmental Services), 
C Edwards (Democratic Services Officer) and M Watts 
(Environmental Health Manager - Protection) 

 
  

ECC7   APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 
Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Freeman. 
  
There were no declarations of interest. 
  
  

ECC8   MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING  
 
The minutes of the previous meeting held on 31 May 2022 were approved as an 
accurate record. 
  
The Chair drew the Member’s attention to the following: - 

       Climate Change now featured at the beginning of the Corporate Plan 
Delivery Plan, which indicated its growing importance and focus. 

       The Climate Change June update would be circulated. 
        A waste and recycling newsletter was available and residents could sign 

up to receive it. 
       There was a big green week planned for 24th September on the Common 

in Saffron Walden.  
       The Climate budget had been fully allocated. 

  
In response to Councillor Smith’s question the Chair said that staff costs within 
the budget related to 2 year working contracts and did not include the Climate 
Change Officer post. 
  
The Assistant Director of Environmental Services explained the budget and 
highlighted the following: - 

         Zero Carbon Communities Initiative £300,000 
         Inhouse Carbon initiatives £200,000 
         Staffing costs £384,954 

  
In response to Members questions the following comments were made: - 

        The Littlebury Energy Plan Project was a trial set up to produce practical 
plans for individual households to improve energy savings and a 
community based approach with potential collective buy ins.   

        Funding for local projects as part of the biodiversity survey were included 
in the Zero Carbon Communities Initiative budget of £300,000.     
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        The new Climate Change Officer would start on the 26th September 2022 
and they would explore Community Energy Projects to create renewable 
energy to light and heat houses.   

  
  

ECC9   SAFFRON WALDEN AIR QUALITY INITIATIVE  
 
The Environmental Health Manager  - Protection provided a verbal update on the 
Saffron Walden Air Quality Initiative.   
  
He said that the project had been put back with the agreement of the 
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) and would continue 
until October 2024.   
  
In response to Members questions the following comments were made:- 

        An independent water and rivers survey had been commissioned and 
there was funding allocated. 

       The Local Plan and the Climate Change team were communicating to 
make sure that work was not being duplicated.   

  
  

ECC10   SUSTAINABLE WARMTH  
 
The Environmental Health Manager - Protection provided an update on 
sustainable warmth.  He said that the previous schemes, authority delivery (LAD) 
scheme and home upgrade grant (HUG) had ended and they were being 
combined under a single scheme called ‘Sustainable Warmth’.  The scheme had 
been delayed and now had only 6 months left for the funding to be spent.  He 
said that they were trying to target vulnerable and low income households.  He 
said that he had no idea what would happen when this scheme closed in March 
2024 but currently any money not spent would go back to the Government.   
  
In response to Members questions the following comments were made:- 

       The current discretionary grant scheme would be reviewed and circulated 
for comment.  There was discussion as to whether this continued as a 
grant that was repaid (interest free/as a Land Charge) or as an 
emergency grant that was not repaid. 

       The sustainable warmth scheme only related to private households. 
       The Chair asked if Councillor Smith and all Members would write to the 

local Member of Parliament to ask for an extension in order to implement 
the scheme properly and to spend the money that had been allocated.   

  
  

ECC11   ZERO CARBON COMMUNITY FUND  
 
The Assistant Director of Environmental Services presented the report on the 
Zero Carbon Community Fund. 
  
He asked that Members considered proposing: 

        Allocation of £300,000 of the Climate Emergency Budget for the purpose 
of community based climate projects. 
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        The value of grants to be between £1,000 to £35,000.  
        The eligibility criteria set out in the report. 
        The decision on awarding funding to be delegated to a named Officer in 

consultation with three representatives from the Climate and Energy 
Working group. 
  

Members made the following comments:- 
       There were enough projects to ensure that the money would be spent. 
       Stansted Mountfitchet LED lighting throughout the Parish could get 

funding as part of this project.   
       To ensure that the money would be evenly distributed across the district 

including small parishes. 
       Essex County Council (ECC) also offered a £20k community grant for 

similar projects. 
       There needed to be a statement about biodiversity within the assessment 

criteria not just carbon capture. 
       Confirmation that the grant would be used for capital outlay rather than 

revenue and there would be no ongoing financial commitment as a result 
of the project. 

       The need to be clear about the financial sustainability and biodiversity 
statements and to give more detail within the criteria to ensure that they 
were understood.   

  
Members were asked to send any further suggestions and concerns to the 
Assistant Director of Environmental Services within the next few days.  The 
report would go onto Scrutiny Committee and Cabinet and would then be 
promoted to residents, through the website, which would also include funds 
available through other bodies.   
  
The Assistant Director of Environmental Services said he hoped this would be 
live in early October. 
  

RESOLVED: To forward the report onto Scrutiny and Cabinet with 
amendments made to the eligibility criteria to make it clearer and to 
ensure that funding was spread throughout the district. 

  
  

ECC12   CLIMATE CRISIS ACTION PLAN  
 
The Assistant Director of Environmental Services provided a verbal update on 
the Climate Crisis Action Plan.  He said he would circulate the slides and the 
report that recently went to Scrutiny.  He went through the 11 actions points and 
said that the new Climate Change Officer would pick these up when they started, 
and that they would also make sure measurables were added onto the action 
plan. 
  
The update was noted. 
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ECC13   FINDINGS OF THE 2022 ANNUAL STATUS REPORT  

 
The Environmental Health Manager - Protection presented the findings of the 
2022 Annual Status Report.  He said that the annual report was a legal 
requirement and had been approved by Defra.  He highlighted the following:-   
  

         There was a downwards trend of monitored NO2 air pollution.  
         No air quality exceedances had been identified in 2021.  
         No air quality exceedances had been identified for five years.  
         There were no new developments that would have a significant impact. 

  
The report was noted. 
  
Councillor Light said she was against the revocation of the AQMA, especially 
because of the large amount of development planned.   
  
The Environmental Health Manager – Protection said that Defra expected the 
Council to carry out a review and to consider whether the AQMA could be 
revoked.  He suggested that a review of the Air Quality Action Plan (AQAP), due 
in 2022 would be suspended whilst a review to revoke the AQMA was made. 
  
He said that should the outcome of the review indicate that the AQMA be 
revoked, this would make the AQAP redundant. The Environmental Health 
Manager – Protection told the group that in addition, there was a new  
requirement to prepare an Air Quality strategy in 2023. This would, in effect also 
replace the AQAP. 
  
Councillor Smith asked if there could be additional monitoring of the overall 
district.  The Environmental Health Manager – Protection said there were 35 
monitoring locations which could be expanded and each year these would be 
reviewed.  If there was a particular problem identified it could also be 
monitored.    
  
  

ECC14   REVOCATION OF THE AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT AREA  
 
This was Included in agenda item 7. 
  
The meeting closed at 8:50pm. 
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
The transition to zero-carbon has been gaining urgency over the last few years, with 
many national governments now having declared a ‘climate emergency’. The UK 
government did so in 2019 with a non-binding motion in the House of Commons [1]. 
In more concrete terms, the UK government has committed to reduce the UK’s carbon 
emissions by 78% by 2035 compared to 1990 levels [2].

At a local level, Uttlesford District Council declared a climate emergency on 30th July 
2019, with a pledge of “acting now to prevent a climate and ecological catastrophe” [3].

More recently, the steep rise in energy prices driven by a number of global issues 
has highlighted the potential advantages of maintaining our own energy supplies. 
Renewable electricity generation in particular is attractive due to its relatively low 
cost, lack of climate impact and abundant opportunity in the UK.

While the positive intentions expressed in declarations are very welcome, including 
national targets for decarbonising energy and transport, the actual pathway to reaching 
zero-carbon is not yet clear. At a national level, tangible progress on reducing carbon 
emissions is now lagging behind policy ambition [4]. However, many individuals and 
communities are now investigating how they can act themselves to save energy, transition 
away from fossil fuels and even create their own renewable energy infrastructure.

Some elements of the national zero-carbon strategy rely on new technologies not 
yet used at scale, however technologies available for the transition to zero carbon at 
domestic and community scale are available and starting to become more widespread.

Littlebury Parish Council was approached by Essex County Council and Uttlesford District 
Council and expressed interest in developing a Community Energy Plan to investigate 
how a village could transition from mainly oil based heating. Together with Uttlesford 
District Council, a consortium was established to start the project, modelled on the 
CommuniHeat project (see sections 1.2 and 3.2.3).

The consortium comprises Littlebury Parish Council, Uttlesford District Council, Community 
Energy South, Saffron Walden Community Energy and Ovesco. See Appendix 1 for 
details on these organisations. Initial funding has been provided by Uttlesford District 
Council from their Climate Change budget.

The focus of the project is on the village of Littlebury rather than the wider parish.  
This is partly to keep the project’s scale manageable, but also because working with  
a compact cluster of homes broadens the options available for decarbonisation.

1
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1.2  CommuniHeat and  
Kickstart – Community 
Action on Climate Change

One	of	the	first	whole	village	
decarbonisation plans developed in 
England is the CommuniHeat project, 
which is taking place in the village of 
Barcombe, East Sussex. The project is 
a partnership between the people of 
Barcombe, the local Community Energy 
group based in Lewes (Ovesco CIC), UK 
Power Networks and additional third 
party engineering expertise.

Lessons from the CommuniHeat project 
have been distilled into an approach to 
community led village decarbonisation 
called Kickstart. This is intended to be 
rolled out more widely, and Littlebury is 
the	first	village	to	run	a	project	based	on	
this approach.

Kickstart gives the community the tools 
to start developing a Community Energy 
Plan which provides:

• The carbon and energy usage of the 
community, including information how 
properties are currently heated.

• Review of housing archetypes within  
the village/community and the potential 
for	retrofit.

• Building up knowledge of local suppliers 
for	home	surveys,	retrofitting	advice	
and work, and if need-be developing the 
local market.

• Measuring the interest within the 
community to transition to net zero, 
and establishing the kind of projects 
achievable.

In a district-wide context, it is hoped that 
the results from the Littlebury Energy 
Project can be used by other rural 
communities within Uttlesford which are 
primarily dependant on oil heating.

1.3 The Village of Littlebury
The Village of Littlebury is about 1.5 miles 
north-west	of	Saffron	Walden.	It	is	the	
primary settlement within the Parish of 
Littlebury, the other two main settlements 
being Littlebury Green and Catmere End.

The area has been inhabited since 
prehistoric times with evidence of bronze 
age and iron age activity [5] [6]. It is 
situated on the River Cam, with the main 
village on the east side of the river, built 
on	ground	rising	above	the	flood	plain.

The medieval London to Newmarket road 
passes through the village [5] (now the 
B1383), and in the mid 19th century, the 
Liverpool Street to Cambridge line was 
constructed, passing just to the west of 
the village centre [7].

The railway on the west and River Cam 
on the east form the main boundaries of 
the village, though homes have also been 
built on the west side of the railway.

Littlebury sits on the southern edge 
East Anglian Chalk Ridge [8] which runs 
from West Norfolk, via Newmarket and 
southwest into Hertfordshire. Historically 
chalkland hills were grazed by sheep, but 
the land use is now predominantly used 
for cereal production [9].

Audley	End	Estate	is	a	significant	
presence in Littlebury, owning nearly all 
agricultural land surrounding the village, 
and some of the homes in the village.

2
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1.4 A Note About Energy
Providing energy and power to our homes 
is responsible for about one third of the 
UK’s energy requirements. However, as 
a proportion of the UK’s electricity is 
renewable, the share of UK green-house 
gas emissions from domestic properties for 
space and water heating is about 15% [10].

Reducing domestic emissions is one of the 
most	significant	changes	we	as	individuals	
can make to the climate crisis, along with 
changing behaviour around transport 
and diet. The two main approaches to 
reducing our domestic emissions are 1) 
reducing the energy demand of homes 
and 2) using zero-carbon energy, which 
mainly means using electricity [11].

But why is electricity zero carbon? 
Currently, the UK’s electricity is not 
zero-carbon, but a record of 47.8% of 
electricity was generated by renewables 
in 2020. Adding nuclear, the total of zero 
carbon electricity was 56% [12]. The aim 
is to reach 100% zero carbon electricity, 
possibly by 2035 [13], and so any heating 
systems using electricity will become 
zero carbon. The same also applies to 
transport.

There are other low carbon options:
Biomass: Burning wood or wood-
chip for direct heating or electricity 
generation, or creating bio-gas. 
While this can contribute to carbon 
reduction, it is now apparent that 
there are issues around air-quality and 
competing with food production. Wood 
burning stoves have become more 
widespread, but according to a recent 
report from the UK government now 
produce more dangerous particulate 
pollution than motor vehicles [14].

Green Hydrogen: This is hydrogen 
generated by electrolysis using excess 
renewable electricity. As renewable 
electricity generation increases, supply 
will at times exceed demand, and so 
green hydrogen is a mechanism to 
store energy. As it can then be burned 
in hydrogen boilers in a similar manner 
to fossil fuels, it is thought to be a 
good replacement for gas/oil heating, 
particularly in old buildings.

There are several issues with green 
hydrogen. Firstly, generation at scale 
is many years away. Secondly, it is 
anticipated than an upgraded gas 
network could be used for distribution, 
however Littlebury does not have a gas 
network. And thirdly, there are energy 
losses in conversion of electricity to 
hydrogen, so being able to use the 
electricity directly for heating is more 
efficient	and	often	preferable.

3
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2 Present Day Littlebury
The current number of homes in the 
Parish of Littlebury as given by the  
Parish Council are:
• Littlebury village – 237
• Littlebury Green – 56
• Catmere End – 31
• Strethall (although not all within  

the parish) – 10

EPC values rate the energy performance 
of homes, and the breakdown of EPC 
values for the village (where available)  
is given in Figure 1. 

The average for England is that 42% of 
homes have an EPC of C or higher [15],  
so the performance of Littlebury’s homes 
is well below average, with only 15%  
with EPC C or better.

In the government’s 2018 Clean Growth 
Strategy, it set out the aspiration that all 
homes should be EPC Band C by 2035 
[16], though it is accepted that this will 
be costly and not always practical or 
affordable	[17].

The age of a property is the biggest single 
factor	in	the	energy	efficiency	of	homes	
[15], so as part of the questionnaire sent 
to all homes (see section 2.3), we asked 
the age of the property. The breakdown 
of building age from the 70 responses is 
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. EPC ratings of homes in Littlebury village
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Superficially,	Littlebury	village	appears	
to have a very high percentage of old 
buildings, but the proportion from the 
questionnaire (see section 2.2) is that 
at least 60% are post-1930, so probably 
less constrained by listed building status. 
From Figure 3, one can see that listed 
buildings are located along the primary 
thoroughfares, giving the impression of  
a high proportion of old buildings.

The age of a building will determine its 
construction,	energy	efficiency	measures	
likely to be already in place and the type 
of	retrofit	measures	that	can	be	taken.	
About 30% of the homes of those who 
responded to the questionnaire are  
pre-1930, so probably using more 

traditional construction methods. The 
inter-war years (1918-1939) saw a shift 
to the use of more modern construction 
methods and materials [18], and the last 
few decades have brought in a number of 
changes in Building Regulations and Part L 
legislation:
• Houses built before 1930: Typically, 

these won’t have cavity walls. Likely 
to have single glazing and more likely 
to be listed. This is the most common 
archetype surveyed in Littlebury.

• Houses built between 1930-1975: 
Typically, these will have cavity walls 
with little or no insulation and may  
have single glazing.

• Houses built between 1976-1995: The 
cavity	wall	is	likely	to	have	been	filled	
when the house was built and there  
may be some loft insulation.

• Houses built after 1996: These should  
be built to current building regulations.

Figure 2. Building AgeProperty building date

Pre 1930

1996 – present

Mix of dates due to 
multiple extensions

1976 – 1995

1930 – 1975
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2.1 Conservation Area and Listed Buildings in Littlebury
The aim of a conservation area is to 
“ensure that the special characteristics of 
the conservation area are preserved” [19] 
which for Littlebury, the 2011 Conservation 
Area Appraisal summarises as:

Littlebury is a village of some 
importance in historical, visual and 
archaeological terms. Its range of listed 
timber-framed and plastered buildings 
principally dating from the 17th and 
18th centuries, the church, and the mill 
in the historic core of the village make 
a particularly important contribution 
to the environment. Quality buildings 
from later periods provide diversity  
of architectural types. [8]

The core of the village is a conservation 
area as shown by the red outline in  
Figure 3, which contains 44 listed 

buildings. In the parish of Littlebury, there 
are a total of 71 listed buildings [8].

The extent of the Littlebury Village 
conservation area and the number of listed 
buildings indicates its special historic and 
architectural interest. This does however 
present its own set of challenges when 
looking	at	retrofit	measures	to	improve	
building	efficiency,	not	only	in	terms	of	
permissions, but also in ensuring that over 
time,	any	modification	will	not	damage	
the building fabric.

Central to the whole village decarbonisation 
plan is how to work with listed buildings 
in a conservation area and attempting 
to	improve	efficiency	within	the	scope	
of current legislation. This is discussed in 
section 3.1.4, and is of broader relevance 
for the district as Uttlesford has around 
3,500 listed buildings [20].

Figure 3. The Littlebury Village Conservation Area and Listed Buildings
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2.2  Overview of the 
Questionnaire Results

To gain an understanding of the current 
state of properties in Littlebury including 
the opportunity for improving energy 
efficiency	and	transitioning	to	zero-
carbon, a questionnaire was delivered  
to all homes in Littlebury Village.

From the approximately 240 questionnaires 
delivered, there were just over 70 responses 
either in paper format or via the on-line 
version, about a 30% response rate.

2.2.1 Housing Type and Ownership
About 60% of respondent’s homes are 
detached, with about a quarter being 
semi-detached and the rest terraced.

78% of respondents are owner-occupiers, 
with the rest being private or social 
rental properties. The interest shown 
by both a relatively large proportion 
of owner occupiers and locally based 
major landlords means that community 
engagement	offers	a	good	route	towards	
overall village decarbonisation.

More engagement with landlords will 
help	tenants	benefit	from	energy	saving	
and	retrofit	initiatives.

2.2.2 Heating
Figure 4 shows the heating type, with the 
vast majority using fossil fuels; a total of 
over 80% of respondents using either oil, 
LPG or bottled gas.

This underlines the challenge of this 
project; the transition away from fossil 
fuel based heating has not been started 
by the majority of home owners due to 
the barriers in doing so. It also shows the 
opportunity for village decarbonisation 
if	affordable	and	practical	alternatives	to	
fossil fuel based heating can be found.

15% already use electric heating, but for 
some this is via electric heaters while some 
have heat-pumps. From discussions at the 
open day, direct electric heating has the 
advantage of relatively low installation 
cost, but combined with generally below 
average levels of insulation the resultant 
high heating costs are becoming an issue.

Almost 70% of respondents have some 
form of secondary heating, the most 
common being a wood burner (almost 
two-thirds) and about one third using 
standalone, plug-in electric heaters.

Figure 4. Heating typesMain heating fuel

Oil

Wood burner

LPG/bottled gas

Electric

3%
4%

15%

78%
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2.2.3  Insulation and Current 
Building Standards

The questionnaire asked about insulation 
measures to gain an understanding of the 
potential for improvement. Figure 5 shows 
the results, and there was a general trend 
of older buildings having less insulation.

Only a small proportion have the currently 
recommended 30cm of insulation, and 
so	there	is	significant	potential	for	
improvement across most properties.

Wall insulation provided a better picture, 
with over half of homes having wall 
insulation of some form, either internal, 
cavity or external as shown in Figure 6. 
There was an overall correlation between 
wall insulation and how recent a house 
had been built; the older the house the 
lower the probability of wall insulation.

75% of respondents have double-glazing, 
with the rest being single glazing. Nearly 
all single glazing is found in pre-1930 
properties.

2.2.4 Renewable Technologies
Only 6 out of the 70 households have 
some form of renewable technology;  
two with air source heat pumps while  
four have solar panels (PV).

This	highlights	that	there	is	significant	
scope for a wider roll-out of renewable 
technologies, though clearly not all 
homes are suitable.

Loft insulation

100mm (4”)

Don’t know or no access

50mm (2”)

300mm (12”) or more

200mm (8”)

12%

29%

28%

22%

9%

Figure 5. Loft insulation results

Wall insulation

None

Solid-wall (internal) insulation

Cavity-wall

Solid-wall (external) insulation

Don’t know

6%

38%
29%

16%

11%

Figure 6. Cavity wall insulation results
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2.2.5 Electric Vehicles
As discussed in section 1.4, electricity will 
become the primary energy source as we 
head towards zero carbon. This includes 
transport and the use of electric vehicles.

Only 7% of respondents currently have 
an electric vehicle, but of the 93% who 
don’t have one, about half are considering 
buying	one	in	the	next	five	years	as	shown	
in Figure 7.

One advantage of a rural area is a high 
proportion of homes with a driveway so 
that a car can be charged – 84% of those 
currently without an electric car.

The village will need to consider how to 
provide public chargers for those without 
a driveway.

2.2.6  Average Energy Costs – 
Spring 2022

Some statistics were collected about 
energy costs, and as to be expected,  
the annual energy cost increased with  
the size of the house as shown in Table 
1. The numbers were received in Spring 
2022 with an average electricity price  
of £0.35 per kWh.

Average annual cost

Bedrooms Heating and  
hot water Electricity

2  £ 832.73  £ 1,174.41 

3  £ 969.25  £ 1,229.78 

4  £ 1,673.75  £ 1,383.17 

5  £ 2,323.33  £ 2,036.00 

2.3  Reducing Energy 
Consumption in Littlebury

The lower than average EPC ratings for 
homes in Littlebury and the high energy 
bills being incurred both indicate the 
potential	scope	for	energy	efficiency	
improvements and reducing costs 
for residents. With lower usage the 
incorporation of low-carbon technology 
is likely to become more straightforward 
and potentially less costly.

Table 1. Energy costs vs house size

Wall insulation

In the next 3 years

Don’t know

In the next year

Never

In the next 5 years

23%

3%

23%
15%

36%

Figure 7. Of those who don’t own an electric 
vehicle, when would you consider buying one?
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3 Transition Pathways
The primary aim of this report is to provide 
an overview of the various routes to a low-
carbon community. The suggestions here 
are based on information collected during 
the project, plus case studies from other 
individuals, groups, and communities.

The progress that the Littlebury 
community takes towards low-carbon 
targets depends on several factors,  
shown in Figure 8.

The rest of this section discusses available 
technology and approaches, and how these 
have been used in individual properties and 
by groups. Some aspects of legislation and 
regulation are also discussed.

Grants and funding for renewable energy 
and low-carbon projects have been 
inconsistent over the last few years, and 
several successful funding streams have 
now been terminated. These include feed-
in-tariffs,	the	Domestic	and	Non-Domestic	
Renewable Heat Incentive, the Rural 

Community Energy Fund and the Plug-
in Car Grant Scheme. Nonetheless, some 
funding sources remain, and these are 
listed in Appendix 2.

In addition to standard grant programs, 
other	funding	and	finance	opportunities	do	
exist, often for innovative projects looking 
to establish solutions that can be more 
widely adopted. Community drive is critical 
here, in doing the appropriate groundwork 
with	sufficient	ambition	to	be	able	to	make	
the most of opportunities as they arise.

Figure 8. Factors influencing the route to becoming a low-carbon community

Progress to

zero carbon

Available
technology

Community 
drive

Grants and 
funding

Legislation
and regulation
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3.1  Individual Home 
Efficiency Improvement

Regardless of whether participating in a 
community project or acting individually, 
most residents are motivated to try and 
reduce energy use and costs. Many are 
also concerned about climate change  
and want to reduce their carbon footprint.

This section lists a number of approaches 
to	home	energy	efficiency	improvement,	
which for home owners, those renting  
and also landlords can be considered  
on an individual property basis. However, 
the opportunity is also available 
for a community to work together 
to	accelerate	retrofit	work,	which	is	
discussed in section 3.2.

3.1.1  DIY Energy Saving 
Measures

When considering energy use and carbon 
footprint	size,	the	first	place	to	start	is	to	see	
what simple, DIY energy saving measures 
can be taken. These can be low tech 
and sometimes low cost as well so a fast 
payback in terms of the initial outlay.

Some examples are:
• Draught	proofing	windows	and	doors,	

including letter boxes and key holes. 
Curtains can reduce drafts and cut  
heat loss.

• Adding self-mounted, seasonal secondary 
glazing	film	to	single-glazed	windows.

• Switch to LED light bulbs.
• Ensure the hot water tank is well insulated.

• Adding or improving loft insulation  
if loft easily accessible.

• Switch	off	lights	and	other	devices	 
when not in use.

• Understand heating and hot water 
controls. Turn the thermostat down  
one degree.

• Optimise energy use: Only boil water 
needed, fully load washing machines and 
dish washers, take short showers etc.

3.1.2 Deeper Retrofit Measures
While the above measures help reduce 
energy	use,	deeper	retrofit	measures	 
can further reduce costs and contribute 
to a more comfortable home. Not all of 
these can be used on listed buildings,  
the issues around which are discussed  
in section 3.1.4.
• Loft insulation. If this cannot be done  

as DIY, then it is often one of the easier 
and less costly measures for a third 
party to do.

• For single glazing, adding permanent 
secondary glazing or upgrading to 
double or triple glazing.

• Cavity wall insulation if the house is 
of cavity wall construction. Additional 
insulation can be added internally or, 
more easily, externally, to further reduce 
heat losses. 

• Solid wall insulation, which can be done 
internally or externally.
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3.1.3.1  Smart Meters and Real-Time Electricity Use
The smart meter roll-out in the UK started in 
2011 with a target of full customer coverage 
by 2025 [21]. They are a useful tool in 
monitoring electricity (and gas) usage by 
providing the instantaneous consumption and 
half-hourly historical values. While this is a 
great improvement over standard electricity 
meters in helping understand how much 
electricity is being used, it is nonetheless 
difficult	to	link	this	data	back	to	individual	
electricity consuming devices in the home.

Real-time electricity data graphs provide 
more	specific	detail	as	shown	in	Figure	
9. The green plot is solar power being 
generated, which can be intermittent due 
to passing clouds. The blue line is the 
power used in the home.

Of note in this chart is that the air-source 
heat pump uses quite a lot of electricity 
to heat the hot water cylinder. This is 
however quite a bit less electricity than an 
immersion heater would use for hot water. 
We can see how expensive direct electrical 
heating of water is by looking at the power 
needed for the kettle, which was for one or 
two mugs of water.

The blue line also shows the background 
“baseload” of the home, which is caused by 
devices on standby, WiFi routers, heating 
pumps etc. Reducing this a little can have 
a disproportionate impact on electricity 
use as it is for 24 hours a day, for example 
a reduction of the baseload by 42W could 
save over £100 per year2.

In	addition	to	energy	savings,	other	retrofit	
measures can help reduce reliance on 
fossil fuels, one of the primary aims of this 
project. These include:
• Adding solar panels, most commonly 

photo-voltaic (PV) to generate 
electricity. Solar thermal for hot water  
is another option, though less common.

• Exchange a gas/oil/LPG boiler for a 
heat-pump.

3.1.3  Gaining an Insight into 
Energy Use and Loss

The measures outlined above are based on 
what generally works, but properties vary 
considerably, so understanding the energy 
use of a home can help determine which 
measures	would	be	most	effective.

Figure 9. Live electricity data. Green = solar power. Blue = electricity used.

2  If the baseload could be reduced by 42W, then over 24 hours this would save 1kWh. Over a year this would be 365kWh, which at 30p/kWh 
(approximate value at time of writing) is almost £110.
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3.1.3.2 Thermal Imaging
Thermal cameras can be a useful tool, 
providing almost a sixth sense to see 
temperature variations across buildings, 
giving a unique insight into its thermal 
behaviour. They are quite straightforward to 
use, though some care is needed to prevent 
false	readings	(such	as	reflected	sunlight)	or	
misinterpretation. For example, when looking 
at the outside of a building, cold areas are 
good, but inside a building cold areas are bad!

Figure 10 shows thermal images of the 
outside of a home, the brighter areas 
showing where additional insulation 
would reduce heat loss.

Figure 11 has two internal thermal images, 
the dark areas being cold so indicating 
heat	loss	from	the	inside.	The	first	image	
is a single glazed window over a hot 
radiator. The second image is a loft room 
with colder rear-wall.

Interestingly the rafters can be seen as 
they are acting as “cold bridges”, in this 
case	not	too	significant.	Modern	building	
techniques are designed to eliminate  
such cold bridges, but lack of detail in 
building works often results in missing  
or incomplete insulation. 

Figure 10. External heat loss images

Figure 11. Internal thermal images
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3.1.4  Listed Buildings and 
Renovation

Littlebury village has 44 listed buildings, 
and much of the village centre is a 
conservation area – see section 2.1. 
This presents additional challenges 
when attempting to improve the energy 
efficiency	of	buildings,	partly	in	terms	
of what renovation measures are 
permitted, but also ensuring that building 
modifications	do	not	cause	long	term	
damage. Modern building techniques take 
a	very	different	approach	to	handling	
moisture and breathability, which can 
work against how an older building 
functions [22].

If building work is being planned, the 
two main types of consent needed are 
Buildings Regulation Approval and 
Planning Permission. For listed buildings, 
a further Listed Building Consent is 
needed for a broad range of works, 
including but not limited to [20]:

• altering part of the building
• adding an extension or conservatory
• replacing doors or windows or adding 

new ones (including internal doors)
• removing or altering chimneys
• replacing the roof covering
• removing staircases, skirtings, panelling, 
floorboards	or	plasterwork	and	removing,	
adding or altering structural elements  
of the building (including partitions)

• adding satellite dishes and burglar alarms
• putting in dormer windows or a roof-light

In addition, for buildings in a conservation 
area, whether listed or not, there may be 
some additional constraints or exceptions, 
depending on the type of work.

Uttlesford District Council’s Planning 
Department can advise whether planning 
consent will be required for building or 
renovation work, and also have a pre-
application advice service [20].

3.1.4.1 A Whole Building Approach
Old buildings are arguably sustainable in 
nature; not only have they lasted a long 
time, but are likely to have used local, 
less mass-produced materials. Repair and 
restoration work may require the use of 
similar materials, which need sourcing 
and understanding of use.

Historic England recommend taking a 
whole building approach when looking at 
measures	to	improve	the	energy	efficiency:

A true ‘whole building approach’ is one 
that uses an understanding of a building 
in	its	context	to	find	balanced	solutions	
that save energy, sustain heritage 
significance,	and	maintain	a	comfortable	
and healthy indoor environment. A 
whole building approach also takes 
into account wider environmental, 
cultural, community and economic 
issues, including energy supply. It 
ensures improvements are suitable, 
proportionate, timely, well integrated, 
properly	coordinated,	effective	and	
sustainable, and helps to highlight 
and resolve uncertainties, reconcile 
conflicting	aims,	and	manage	the	risks	 
of unintended consequences. [23]

While this no doubt leads to a good 
outcome, balancing conservation, building 
health and energy use, it does depend on 
finding	the	necessary	skills,	expertise	and	
finance	to	undertake	the	project.
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There are several bodies which 
can help provide information 
and advice:
• Historic England [24]
• The Society for the Protection 

of Ancient Buildings [25]
• The Listed Property Owners’ 

Club [26]
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3.1.5 Case Studies
Some local case studies are presented in this section, with the aim of providing some 
actual experience of using some of the technologies mentioned above.

3.1.5.1 Solar PV panels
An example of a 3.6kWp solar photovoltaic (PV) system installed on a south-
east facing roof.

We	had	PV	panels	fitted	in	2018	by	Solarbarn,	a	local	company.	A	very	good,	well	
planned installation. We use quite a lot of electricity, and the panels have supplied 
about half our annual consumption each year. It’s a SE facing roof, max 3.6KW output 
array. The output is high enough to, for example, cook breakfast, then power the 
washing machine plus background usage, fridge etc., for about 7 months of the year.

Financially, maximising self consumption makes most sense, so we have a Solar 
iBoost device that diverts surplus output to the immersion heater before anything 
is	exported	to	the	grid.	In	practice	it	means	almost	all	our	(usually	five	people)	
domestic hot water is heated by PV for much of the year. See Figure 12.

The	headline	production/consumption	figures,	averages	for	three	full	years:

Total production 4.0MWh

Self consumption 3.1MWh

Exported 0.9MWh

Percentage exported 22%
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Financial 
Cost of installation £8,000, anticipated life 25 years.
Value of energy produced and consumed per year at 2018 prices: £580 inc 5% VAT
Value of energy produced and consumed per year at 2022 prices: £950 inc 5% VAT

We are still exporting nearly 1MWh to the grid per year, so if we were to get an 
electric	car	and	fit	the	right	home	charging	box	we	could	use	more	of	the	PV	
output. Assuming 50% of the amount we are currently exporting could be used 
for charging, that’s around 1,800 miles per year, otherwise currently costing £450, 
effectively	free.

Figure 12. High self consumption of solar power on a sunny day using an iBoost for hot water

Solar ProductionConsumption Self Consumption

KW

1

2

3

4

Monday
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3.1.5.2	Retrofitted	Air-Source	Heat	Pump
An example of a 12kW air-source heat pump replacing a gas boiler in a 1930’s 
four-bedroom	semi-detached	house	in	Saffron	Walden.

In	2019,	we	had	building	work	done	to	add	an	external	office	and	workshop.	
This required that the gas boiler and hot water tank be moved, so it was a good 
opportunity to replace it with an air-source heat pump.

A company from Royston surveyed the house and found that a 12kW system 
would be adequate to heat the house and extension. The new parts of the house 
have	underfloor	water	heating,	and	the	older	parts	radiators,	but	as	the	previous	
gas-based system had been well designed, no radiators needed to be replaced.

The external unit is a NIBE F2040-12, a Scandinavian 
design so it has no problems heating with cold external 
temperatures.

It is 100cm high and 115cm wide and placed in front of 
the house on a car parking space and is generally very 
quiet in operation.

The installation of a larger hot water tank was required; 
300	litres	of	hot	water	and	a	60-litre	buffer	tank	for	the	
heating system. Its control system is quite advanced, 

allowing	fine	tuning	and	on-line	monitoring,	though	once	configured	correctly	 
it can run throughout the year without any adjustment or intervention.

Initially we thought it cost neutral to run; it uses about 
a third to a quarter of the input energy of the gas 
heating system (the rest being taken from the air) but 
as electricity is about 3 to 4 times the price per kWh, 
the overall input energy cost is similar. However, as 
gas prices have risen more quickly than electricity we 
think our total energy bills are lower than they would 
have otherwise been.

We have been very pleased with the result; the house 
remains warm at an even temperature throughout 
the year. It was more expensive to install than a 
replacement gas boiler, but we were able to apply for 
Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) payments, which will 
approximately cover the install costs, paid back over 
a period of seven years. RHI payments are no longer 
available, but there are now other grants to support 
heat-pump installations.
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3.1.5.3 Listed Home Restoration
As previously discussed, working with listed buildings presents many challenges, 
and that a whole building approach is often recommended. While a whole 
building approach is not always possible, a case study of complete building 
restoration is given to illustrate what can be achieved.

The Old Bakery is a Grade II Listed building in Littlebury, with the majority of the 
house dating from the early to mid 1700’s. It was originally a number of small 
cottages, including the village shop and presumably a bakery.

Over	the	years	the	house	was	modified	and	extended,	including	the	combination	
of the various cottages into one property and the addition of several extensions all 
in the mid-20th century. All of this work pre-dated current regulations, was of poor 
quality and inappropriate to the historic nature of this timber-framed building.

On purchase the building was barely habitable, so required a full restoration to 
bring it back into a habitable state. This also provided the opportunity to sensitively 
improve the accommodation working closely with the local Planning Authority. 
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The restoration work involved:
• Removing all modern cement-based render to the external timber frame and replacing 

with a breathable lime render on timber laths allowing the owners to fully repair 
and insulate the timber frame walls, although only with sheep’s wool (a traditional 
breathable insulation) to a max depth of 5cm where the timber frame allowed.

• Replacing	the	poor-quality	concrete	ground	floor	with	a	fully	insulated	limecrete	
slab sympathetic to the breathable nature of the original construction, allowing 
underfloor	heating	to	be	installed,	heated	by	an	Air	Source	Heat	Pump	which	is	
beneficial	to	the	timber-frame,	keeping	it	at	a	more	even	temperature	throughout	
the year, minimising any movement and cracking.

Figure 13. The Old Bakery prior to restoration

Figure 14. The Old Bakery following restoration
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The final design involved lengthy consultation with the Planning Authority. 
The owner is an Architect and Passivhaus Designer with many years’ experience 
working on Listed Buildings, which allowed for a fairly smooth process to gain 
Listed Building consent.

The modern alterations to the building during the restoration only occur in 
the less valuable 20th Century additions, ensuring the original and historic 
fabric of the building was preserved. A “glass box” Boot Room was added to the 
rear elevation containing the relocated main door and the mid-20th Century 
asbestos roofed extension was converted into a Garden Room with large glass 
doors that slide away to open the space out to the south-facing garden. Both 
were constructed to current regulations.

The property is carefully designed to allow solar gain to heat the living spaces 
during colder months and minimise solar gain in the warmer summer months, 
helping reduce the heat load.

Original single glazed windows have been refurbished and despite not having 
secondary glazing, the building is heated with an air-source heat-pump, with 
back-up support from wood-burning stoves (although these are rarely used for 
anything other than creating a cosy atmosphere).
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3.2 Community Wide Initiatives
The previous section looked at the measures 
that can be taken at the individual building 
level, how information about the building 
combined with appropriate technologies can 
radically change the carbon use of a home.

Community wide initiatives can take the 
same	approaches,	but	make	a	difference	
here in two respects:

• Building community momentum. This 
includes the sharing of know-how and 
experience, whist developing a market 
for trusted installers and tradespeople.

• Working at scale can provide more 
options. This may be simple economies 
of scale, but certain types of technology 
work better in larger installations. More 
options are available for grants and fund 
raising at community level.

This section introduces a number of 
community scale initiatives to help 
transition from fossil fuels. It is not 
an exhaustive list of project types, for 
example wind energy isn’t included, but 
they all clearly demonstrate that broad 
community initiatives can be ambitious 
and achieve impressive outcomes.

3.2.1 Heat Networks
Heat networks (or district heating) supply 
heat for hot water and space heating to 
multiple homes from a central source 
via underground pipes, usually through a 
heat exchanger connected to a domestic 
radiator circuit. Measuring equipment 
enables residents to be billed for the heat 
they have used. The way heat is generated 
centrally varies, from power stations, waste 
facilities to geothermal sources. In the 
context of this discussion, we are looking 
at zero-carbon heat-networks which use 
electricity to generate heat (although 
biomass is sometimes used). 

In the UK, most heat-networks are found 
in cities due to the density of the building. 
Many new developments in London and 
elsewhere have this type of installation 
as	it	is	generally	more	efficient	than	
individual heating sources [27]. Several 
other countries use district heating much 
more widely. The heat source can vary 
widely, from old coal plants to waste 
incineration to biomass but the principle 
of district heat distribution via (generally) 
buried pipework is now well established.

While heat-networks are not new, looking 
at their applicability for rural communities 
in the UK is quite novel. Decarbonisation 
targets, particularly where oil is the 
primary heating fuel are bringing low-
carbon heat-networks into the picture. 
The	example	of	Swaffham	Prior	in	
Cambridgeshire is a good case in point.
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3.2.1.1	The	Swaffham	Prior	Community	Heat	Network
Swaffham	Prior	is	a	village	of	greater	than	300	homes,	and	like	Littlebury	is	not	
on the gas network. The project was started in 2018 and aims to go live in July 
2022 with 70 homes connected by the end of 2022.

The energy centre (shown below) is a combination of large air-source and 
ground-source heat-pumps; air-source for summer and ground-source for winter. 
There are approximately 100 ground-source boreholes within a 25-to-30-acre 
area, each borehole being 200m deep.

Thermal energy is stored in large tanks, in total containing 200 tonnes of liquid, 
which	is	sufficient	energy	for	about	12	hours	of	heating	in	winter	when	fully	
connected up. It is designed to heat a maximum of 300 homes. The overall 
coefficient	of	performance	(COP)	is	expected	to	be	between	2.9	and	3.2.

Insulated	pipework	has	been	laid	throughout	the	village,	with	spurs	off	to	each	
home to be connected. In the house there is a heat interface unit which acts as 
a boiler, but rather than burning oil for heat energy, it transfers heat from the 
heat-network to the internal heating system. The heat-network supplies hot 
water at up to 72C, so it is not necessary to modify the existing home heating 
system as radiators can be run at high-temperature when needed.

As part of the project the insulation has been improved on many homes, which 
will reduce their energy consumption and future bills. Each connected home 
pays energy costs to the network at a rate which is less than the cost of oil,  
but which tracks the oil and later, the electricity, price.
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3.2.2 Community Solar Farms
Until recently, community solar farms 
were popular and set up by many 
community groups. Revenue from the 
Feed-in-tariff	(FiT)	provided	the	security	
needed to raise community funds to 
create the solar farm, provide a small 
amount of interest on the loans and feed 
other	profits	back	into	the	community.

As FiTs were reduced and then stopped 
in 2019, the viability of new ground-

mounted community solar was all but 
eliminated. Community groups moved 
to roof-top solar projects, often viable 
if the building they are on consumes a 
significant	proportion	of	the	generated	
electricity. For Littlebury this model is not 
applicable as there are no suitable large 
roofs. However, with some emerging and 
quite innovative approaches to electricity 
use, ground-based community solar may 
be possible.

3.2.2.1 FiT Supported – Reach Community Solar Farm
One FiT supported local example of a is Reach Community Solar Farm in 
Cambridgeshire [28], which started operating in 2016. While the approach is no 
longer applicable, it is perhaps interesting to list as an example of the kind of 
fund raising possible by a small village.

The village of Reach has a population of around 360 [32] and in 2013 initiated  
a project to create a community solar farm. A total of £340,000 was raised from 
a total of 112 people to install a ground based solar farm of 264kW peak output 
on a 1.5 acre site. This provides enough electricity to power 50 homes, about 
half the village.

It began generating electricity in 2016, and has an expected operational life of 
20 years. Shareholders receive 2% – 3% interest on their investment, and charity 
donations	are	made	each	year	out	of	profits.
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3.2.2.2 Post FiT – Dottery Solar Array
Examples of community sized, ground-based solar project post-FiT are rare, but 
just such a project is being planned in the hamlet of Dottery in Dorset. It is still 
a work in progress, but the aim is to build the solar array in 2023.

Dorset Community Energy are hoping to build a 250kWp solar PV array in a 
field	in	Dottery.	The	site	area	will	be	about	1.2	acres	and	has	been	chosen	to	
minimise the impact on the landscape and ecology. It will be screened from 
view with native planting, also aimed to increase biodiversity [32]. Funding will 
be	raised	through	a	community	share	offer.

Without Fit payments, the revenue made in exporting the solar electricity to the grid 
via the Smart Export Guarantee is quite low. Dottery aim instead to provide cheaper 
electricity to 200 households in the area via an Energy Local Club. This innovative 
scheme matches electricity generators and local consumers, which agree a 
“match	tariff”	that	is	paid	to	the	generator	when	they	match	their	electricity	use	
to the local generation. It requires a partner energy supplier, such as Octopus 
Energy, which handles smart meter data and the matching calculations [29].

3.2.3 Barcombe CommuniHeat –  
 A Village Wide Project
CommuniHeat is an innovative project to look 
at	how	the	off-gas	grid	village	of	Barcombe	
can develop a roadmap to smoothly transition 
to	low	carbon	heating	as	a	blueprint	for	all	off	
gas villages in the UK. The Littlebury Energy Project is following the example of 
Barcombe,	and	while	differences	in	the	two	villages	may	mean	the	Barcombe	
roadmap is not fully applicable to Littlebury, it is nonetheless interesting to 
look at the Barcombe approach.

Barcombe is a village in East Sussex of about 700 houses within the parish 
spread over an area just under 7 square miles. There is the main hub of 
Barcombe Cross, an older much smaller hamlet called Barcombe (or Old 
Barcombe) and then Barcombe Mills of around 18 houses close to the River 
Ouse. It sits in the lovely East Sussex countryside north of Lewes.
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The aim of the project was to develop a community led energy plan to transition 
from fossil fuels to renewable power. It is hoped that this would help with energy 
affordability	through	communally	owned	local	renewable	projects	such	as	roof	top	
PV and small scale ground mounted PV schemes, keeping the price of electricity 
lower, and also by keeping the grid upgrades planned and minimal and therefore 
to keep this cost lower. A communal planned approach will also mean that more 
heat	pumps	will	be	fitted	and	the	process	will	be	smoother	and	better	supported.

A	digital	twin	was	developed	of	the	village	to	enable	different	future	scenarios	
to map the best (i.e. the cheapest and quickest route) to net zero for the whole 
village. Detailed heat monitoring was undertaken, and houses surveyed for heat 
loss to build up a detailed accurate picture of the energy use of the village. 
Publicly available data was input into the digital twin along with UK Power 
Networks grid to see what the future could look like.

The outcome is a community plan with the following achievable aims in the 
next ten years verses an uncoordinated approach:
• 20% saving in overall electricity demand.
• 27% reduction in overall household energy costs by 2030.
• 430	homes	to	get	a	building	fabric	retrofit.
• 500 heat pumps installed vs 340 without coordinated work.
• Community owned renewables to deliver 37% of total electricity demand, 

spread over 17 renewable sites. Solar PV farms to generate up to 4.5 MWp  
and two wind farms to generate 1.6 MWp.

• Estimated £4m community investment needed.
• 75% saving in network reinforcement costs. (UK Power Network costs impact 

our electricity bills in the form of network costs – 23% of the cost of a kWh 
of electricity. Ofgem the regulator makes sure that these costs are kept to a 
minimum while asking that UK Power Networks keeps the lights on by keeping 
the network going and investing in innovation.)

Two events have been held at the village hall to inform the village around 
retrofitting	and	electric	heating	with	local	suppliers	and	partners	of	the	project.	
Numerous webinars have been held and a steering group formed out of which 
a	plan	is	being	constructed	by	the	local	residents	to	retrofit	houses	in	Barcombe	
Mills well as installing renewable generation. 

Ovesco has also worked with the Church in the village to put plans into place 
to	retrofit	the	main	church	and	insulate	the	church	hall.	All	houses	have	now	
received	a	Home	Action	Plan	specific	to	Barcombe	on	how	to	decarbonise.

Further work will be ongoing and will be scaled up depending on future funding.
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4  Next Steps for the Littlebury  
Energy Project

Reducing energy consumption by upgrading 
insulation and heating system controls seems 
to	offer	the	quickest	and	most	effective	
way of permanently reducing heating bills. 
The	benefits	are	long	term,	and	do	not	
depend on changes to the heat source. 

With the cost of energy increasing so 
quickly in 2022, and likely to do so again, 
the standard of insulation thought to 
be	adequate	and	cost	effective	10-15	
years ago is likely to be well below what 
is worthwhile now and in the future. As 
an example, the best double glazing 
available loses half as much heat as 
older installations, and a quarter of losses 
through single glazing. From June 2022 
most newly built homes must achieve 
lower heat losses, though most existing 
homes will need upgrading.

During the course of this project the UK 
has recorded the highest ever summer 
temperatures around 40C, with the 
prediction that this will be commonplace 
in future. Improving insulation works both 
ways, reducing heat lost from the home 
in colder weather and helping keep out 
excess heat from the sun. So improving 
insulation is likely to make homes more 
comfortable in both winter and summer.

The route that Littlebury takes to move 
away from fossil fuels can be split into 
three high-level options: 
• Individual zero-carbon initiatives.
• Individual initiatives supported by  

group projects and coordination, 
potentially with joint solutions for  
some groups of properties.

• A “big bang” village wide project, with 
additional support for those homes where 
participation is not possible or economic.

A number of ideas are presented below, 
modelled on the CommuniHeat project 
and other community energy work.

4.1  Short to Medium Term: 
(Autumn 2022 to  
Spring 2023) 

• Hold regular village energy information 
events (Autumn and Spring) – 
introducing local experts and keeping 
up to date with changing energy market

• Start a Bulk Buying Club in the village 
for insulation, PV panels etc. (This will 
depend on residents working together.) 

• Hold thermal image camera events in 
the winter and then meet to discuss 
improving Insulation.

• Support residents to apply for grants  
e.g. for insulation improvements.

• Work with Council and other villages 
to fund an Energy Champion hosted by 
Saffron	Waldon	Community	Energy	that	
supports the villagers (Ongoing)

• Join the CommuniHeat programme (start 
to do in depth analysis of homes in the 
village). This will potentially open up 
home energy assessments and provide 
potential for winter heat monitoring 
for the homes to thoroughly assess the 
thermal requirements for the villages 
housing stock. (NOTE: This is pending 
industry funding that both UKPN and 
Community Energy South are working on)
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• Establish a village Energy Advice service 
via a website.

• Start to train an energy champion to 
give advice and how to save energy.

• Talk to the council about Listed 
Buildings	and	how	to	manage	retrofits.

• Liaise with landlords about their homes 
in Littlebury.

• Establish a local listed building 
renovation group to gain collective 
expertise and share knowledge.

4.2 Long Term: (2023/2025) 
• Become a leading pilot through 

CommuniHeat project, developing and 
implementing a detailed energy transition 
plan for the community, ideally one that 
could be replicated for other villages.

• Plan to start a bulk buying club for 
insulating homes, solar PV and heating.

• Start an Eco Open House event  
(Summer 2023).

• Launch local EV Car Sharing Club.
• Provide accessible EV charging points 

for homes without on plot parking. 
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6 Appendices
Appendix 1

Littlebury Energy Project 
Consortium
Littlebury Parish Council act as primary 
representatives of the village and helped 
initiate this project in discussion with 
Uttlesford District Council and Essex 
County Council.

Uttlesford District Council provided 
funding	for	the	first	phase	of	the	project	 
as part of their climate change strategy.  
It is hoped that other areas in Uttlesford 
can follow the lead taken by Littlebury.

Saffron Walden Community Energy Ltd is 
a new community energy group, setup to 
work on renewable energy and transport 
projects	in	Saffron	Walden	and	area.	It	was	
established in 2021 and is currently being 
supported by the Essex County Council 
Community Energy Pathways programme.

Ovesco are a community energy company 
in Lewes established in 2009. They have a 
track record of renewable energy projects, 
including solar panels on schools, an 
electric cargo bike rental scheme and the 
CommuniHeat project. Experience gained 
from CommuniHeat is being used to guide 
the Littlebury Energy Project.

Community Energy South is the umbrella 
organisation for community energy 
groups in the South of England. It provides 
mentoring and support for community 
energy groups, and acts as a voice for the 
sector in the region. CES also works closely 
with councils and other public bodies to 
help build capacity within the community 
driven renewable energy sector.

Appendix 2

Grants and Funding
For Households
Sustainable warmth – Local Authority 
Delivery Scheme
Essex homeowners may be eligible for up 
to	£10,000	of	work	to	make	energy	efficiency	
improvements to a home. The measures are 
determined by a full home survey, and could 
include	fitting	loft	insulation,	cavity	or	solid	
wall	insulation	or	energy	efficient	heating.

Owner occupiers, and private rented 
properties are eligible for the scheme. Home 
owners will have the upgrade measures fully 
funded. For rented properties, the landlord 
will need to contribute one third of the 
costs of the upgrades.

Householders also need to meet certain 
eligibility criteria to qualify for funding:
• The home must have a low energy 
efficiency	rating	(an	EPC	rating	of	D,	E,	F,	
or G – this will be assessed by Warmworks)

The household also needs to meet one  
of the following eligibility criteria:
• Annual household income of less than 

£30,000 (after tax and deductions)
• Annual household income of less than 

£20,000 a year (after housing costs  
are deducted)

• Unemployed	or	receiving	benefits	
related to income, disability or health

• Subject to an income payment agreement 
(such as bankruptcy, IVA or step change)

• State pension age and receiving  
housing credit
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Interest in the scheme can be  
registered here:
https://surveys.est.org.uk/s/
GreenHomesGrantSchemeLAD

Boiler Upgrade Scheme (BUS)
The Boiler Upgrade Scheme is intended 
to upgrade gas/oil boilers to low carbon 
heating.	It	provides	a	one-off	grant	to	cover	
part of the costs of the boiler installation. 
• Grants of £5000 will be available for air-

source heat pumps and biomass boilers
• Grants of £6000 will be available for 

ground-source heat pumps.

The	grant	is	paid	to	the	MCS	certified	
installer who has to apply for it on behalf 
of the customer.

Energy Company Obligation
A	government	energy	efficiency	scheme	to	
help reduce carbon emissions and tackle 
fuel poverty. It is a requirement for energy 
suppliers to help households reduce the 
costs	of	their	home	heating	by	fitting	energy-
saving measures, supporting mainly those 
on low income or fuel poor households, as 
well as those in vulnerable situations.

To qualify for ECO support you must own 
your home or have the permission of your 
landlord. Eligibility can be checked at: 
www.simpleenergyadvice.org.uk/grants

Further details: https://www.ofgem.gov.
uk/environmental-and-social-schemes/
energy-company-obligation-eco

For Communities  
and Organisations
The	Green	Heat	Network	Fund	
The Green Heat Network Fund (GHNF)  
is a three-year, £288m capital grant fund 
that opened to applicants in March 2022.  
It will provide support to organisations in 
the public, private, and third sectors  
in England.

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/1076541/ghnf-r1-
scheme-overview.pdf

LoCASE Grant for Businesses
This is an EU funded grant of up to 40% of 
the cost of carbon reduction measures and 
energy	efficiency	improvements	beyond	
that required by regulation. 

1.  Any business can use this money 
toward	having	energy	efficiency	
measures installed for their business. 
The grant can contribute to both the 
cost of materials or equipment and any 
installation. Projects which save on fuel/
mileage are also acceptable.

2.	 	If	your	business	offers	low	carbon	(or	
“green”) goods or services, a business 
development grant is also available to 
you. You can claim against costs such as 
marketing, consultancy, equipment, IT 
software, product/process development, 
accreditation	and	certification.
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Appendix 3

Latest U-value Regulations June 2022
Main changes in relation to U-values
Whilst	there	are	significant	changes	on	the	Part	L	documents,	below	are	the	U-value	changes:

Table 1 – Notional dwelling specification of new dwelling

Element Type Previous Minimum U-value Updated 2022 Minimum U-value

Roof 0.13 0.11

Wall 0.18 0.18

Floor 0.18 0.13

Table 2 – New elements in existing dwellings

Element Type Previous Minimum U-value Updated 2022 Minimum U-value

Roof 0.18 0.15

Wall 0.28 0.18

Floor 0.25 0.18

Table 3 – Limiting U-values for existing elements in existing dwellings

Element Type Previous Minimum U-value Updated 2022 Minimum U-value

Roof 0.18 0.16

Wall 0.30 0.30

Floor 0.25 0.25

Source: Approved Document L: Conservation of fuel and power – Volume 1: Dwellings [30].
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What are the key changes?
• From 15 June, new-build homes will need to produce at least 31 per cent less carbon 

emissions. The installation of electric heating systems combined with renewable 
energy sources such as solar are both seen as enablers for doing so

• New non-domestic builds will need to produce at least 27 per cent less carbon 
emissions with similar low energy measures to the previous in place

• A	new	metric	for	measuring	energy	efficiency	has	been	introduced.	‘Primary	energy’	
will	be	used	to	measure	the	efficiency	of	a	building’s	heating	as	well	as	the	energy	
required	to	deliver	fuel	to	a	building	(this	even	extends	to	including	the	efficiency	 
of the power station supplying the electricity)

• New	minimum	efficiency	standards	have	been	provided.	In	all	new	domestic	builds,	
the new U-value for walls will be 0.18 W/m2,	1.4	for	windows	and	rooflights	and	1.4	
for doors. In non-domestic builds there’s a lowered U-value of 0.26 for walls and 
majority of windows/curtain walling must achieve 1.6 W/m2

• New and replacement heating systems in both domestic and non-domestic builds 
must	have	a	maximum	flow	temperature	of	55°C

• Existing	non-domestic	buildings	must	improve	the	efficiency	of	heating	and	hot	water	
boiler systems through installation of new controls. In new buildings (non-domestic), 
the	minimum	lighting	efficacy	has	been	raised	to	80	luminaire	lumens	per	circuit	
watt for display lighting and 95 for general lighting

• Background trickle vents have been recommended for non-domestic buildings along 
with a new requirement for CO2	monitors	in	all	offices.	The	recommended	minimum	
air supply rate is 0.5 l/s.m2

• The	Fabric	Energy	Efficiency	Standard	(FEES)	level	in	new	homes	will	be	set	by	a	‘full	
fabric	specification’	and	SAP	compliance	will	now	be	applied	to	extensions	built	on	
existing properties

• The new Approved Document O introduces glazing limits in new-build homes, care 
homes, schools and student accommodation to reduce unwanted solar gain. It also 
enforces new levels of cross-ventilation

• The new Approved Document S requires all domestic new builds to have the 
preparatory work completed for future installation of an electric vehicle charging point

The interim measures will apply to all projects after 15 June 2022, except where a 
building notice has been given or full plans have been submitted with local councils. 
However, the new regulations will apply to all projects regardless from 15 June 2023.
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Title: Climate Change Action Plan – Highlight Report 

Portfolio 
Holder: 
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Author: 

Vicky Reed, Climate Change, Lead Officer  
 

 
Summary 
 

1. Uttlesford District Council declared a climate emergency in 2019 and we have 
pledged to take local action to prevent a climate and ecological catastrophe 
through the development of practices and policies which aim to achieve net 
zero carbon status by 2030 and to protect and enhance biodiversity in the 
district. 

2. This Climate Change Action Plan (CCAP) was approved by Cabinet on 11 
January 2022 and incorporated feedback from this Committee.    

3. The new Lead Officer for Climate Change started in post on 28 September 
2022 to take forward the council’s CCAP, in addition to delivery of the Saffron 
Walden Clean Air Project which will be implemented over the next two years.     

4. Recruitment is underway for a further Project Officer role to support this work. 
Interviews for this post will take place on Friday, 25th November with the 
expectation that the successful candidate will start with the Council early in the 
new year. 

5. This highlight report and Appendix 1 both provide the Working Group with an 
update on the actions due to be completed during the 2022/23 financial year. 

6. This report and appendices will be considered by Scrutiny Committee on 31st 
January 2023. 

 

Recommendations 
 

7. To note progress on the implementation of the Climate Change Action Plan set 
out below and contained within Appendix 1. 

8. To note highlights, arising issues, follow-on actions, and a forward plan 
proposed by the Climate Change, Lead Officer. 

 

Financial Implications 
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9. The Council has already agreed a specific climate change budget of 
£1,000,000 budget over 3 years. 
 

10. To date a total of £344,339 of the climate Change budget has been committed 
or spent.  In addition, an allocation of £300,000 has been made to provide 
grants for community projects that will deliver on the Council’s climate action 
priorities, via the Zero Carbon Communities Fund. 
 

11. External funding totalling over £1,700,000 has also been secured. 
 

Background Papers 
 

12. The following papers were referred to by the author in the preparation of this 
report and are available for inspection from the author of the report: 

 
• The Council Climate Action Strategy and Climate Action Plan  
• Littlebury Village Community Energy Project Report which is available to 

download here. 
 

 
Impact  
 

13.   

Communication/Consultation The Climate Change Action Plan has been 
reviewed by the Energy and Climate 
Change Working Group. 
 
The proposed model that will deliver the 
Zero Carbon Communities grant fund has 
also been reviewed by this group 

Community Safety None 

Equalities Scoping undertaken for climate action 
projects will consider the needs of all 
groups in the community 

Health and Safety None 

Human Rights/Legal 
Implications 

None 

Sustainability A clear plan setting out Uttlesford district 
council’s approach to addressing climate 
change will have a positive impact on 
sustainability issues 
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Ward-specific impacts None 

Workforce/Workplace None 
 
Situation 
 
Climate Change Programme Management 

14. The Climate Change Action Plan has 37 components.  There are expectations 
described in the Climate Change Action Plan for each action point.  It was 
noted within the published plan that these expectations were provided in 
outline only, and it was accepted that the timelines for some objectives may be 
subject to change. 

15. This update report focuses on the actions that were due to be completed 
during the financial year April 2022 - March 2023 and beyond. Of the 37 
actions, 9 are marked as complete, and 8 are delayed in commencing. For 
almost all actions there are subsequent follow-on actions or activities, which 
need to be further scoped and monitored, against the overall objectives of the 
Climate Change Action Plan. 

16. In Q4 the Climate Change, Lead Officer has proposed to undertake a review of 
the Climate Change Action Plan including achievements to date, issues and 
risks, and lessons learnt.  The key output of this review will be to agree an 
updated approach with the Council Corporate Management Team, to create a 
revised Climate Change Action Plan for 2023/24. 

Highlight Report (December 2022) 

District Wide De-carbonisation        (Actions 4 and 20) 

17. Littlebury Village Community Energy Kickstart Project is complete. The project 
report with suggested next steps has been published. This project surveyed 
carbon emissions and energy usage in the community, and reviewed housing 
archetypes and the potential for retrofit.    

18. A plan is now in early development to consider how the Council can support a 
'cluster' of community energy projects.  It costs on average £5k for a 
community energy ‘kickstart’ project the size of Littlebury Village.  Community 
Energy South have confirmed they would look to match fund this.  Note this 
cost is for a kickstart project only which would undertake energy and housing 
surveys to commence engagement within the communities. 

19. Other next steps include consideration of an option to provide an retrofit 
assessor who could be trained locally and sit within Saffron Walden 
Community Energy, subject to funding.     

Transport Emissions:  Active Travel   (Actions 5, 14, 15, 29, 30) 

20. The procurement process has commenced for the Local Walking and Cycling 
Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP). The preferred consultant/bidder will be appointed 
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by the end of December 2022. There is an arising risk that budget allocated 
will not deliver all outcomes contained in the project brief.  Essex County 
Council have no budget for this project. kThis study is due to complete by July 
2023. 

21. Essex County Highways Panel have allocated funding for the 'Great 
Chesterford to Saffron Walden Cycleway' (design), and for 'Thaxted Road, 
Saffron Walden - New footway'.  The Highways panel are also due to deliver a 
feasibility study for a number of Saffron Walden cycle schemes arising from 
requests submitted by the Saffron Walden Town Council. 

22. The Saffron Walden Clean Air Project is due to pilot active travel schemes 
which it may be possible to replicate elsewhere in the district.  In phase 1 of 
the project (Nov 2022 to March 2023) the activities and milestones include: 
resident and business stakeholder engagement; agreeing an approach to 
commissioning e-transport schemes; and the launch of the Saffron Walden 
Town eCargo bike scheme. 

23. Dialogue has commenced with the Strategic Highways Team and the Council 
Planning team, to explore how we can best influence the pre-application 
planning stage for housing developments, with the objective that Council 
expectations for active travel infrastructure needs are made clear to 
developers at the outset.  Dialogue is ongoing about how to influence and 
inform other planning process, including Section 106 agreements. There is 
currently a lack of assurance that existing mechanisms can deliver the active 
travel infrastructure that is needed in the district. 

24. A study has been commissioned to explore options for links between the Flitch 
Way and the south side of Bishop’s Stortford, Stansted Airport and Start Hill 
and improved links into Great Dunmow.   

25. Further work is needed by the Climate Change, Lead Officer working with 
Planning Officers, to fully scope out the different active travel actions and work 
streams in the Climate Change Action Plan, which cover infrastructure, micro-
mobility schemes, and behaviour change.      

Domestic Energy - Government and Energy Company Grants  (Action 33) 

26. The Sustainable Warmth (LAD3/HUG1) government grant scheme will finish in 
March 2023.  We have recently released some funding to Uttlesford CAB, who 
have resource available to deliver focused promotion of the scheme to eligible 
residents between now and the end of December. 

27. Progress with referrals made within Uttlesford is being made and the latest 
figures are below: 

• Households Referred: 156 

• Surveys Completed: 77 

• Surveys Booked: 10 
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• Measures Allocated: 176 

• Measures Installed: 65 

28. Approximately 37% of measures have been installed to date, and the Essex 
wide consortium assure us that they continue to work to grow the supply chain, 
with further installers coming on board.  

29. Promotion for the current Sustainable Warmth scheme will stop at 31st 
December 2022 to allow time (3 months) to progress applications to 
installations.    

30. The Sustainable Warmth grant scheme will be replaced by HUG2 which is due 
to commence in April 2023 and finish March 2025.  The Council will be bidding 
for funding though the Essex wide consortium. Focus will remain on targeting 
low income/fuel poverty homes, with off-gas grid for heating.  It has been 
confirmed that any off-gas grid referrals we have already received that cannot 
be actioned under the current scheme closing in March, can be transferred to 
the new scheme (if we are successful with the Essex wide consortia bid). 

Risk Analysis 

31.  

Risk Likelihood Impact Mitigating actions 

Gap in programme 
staff resources, 
leading to reduced 
capacity to deliver 
CCAP and 
commence SW 
Clean Air Project  

2 2 Appointment to 
Project Officer post 
due end of November. 
Request made to 
DEFRA for 6mth 
extension to SW 
Clean Air project. 

Lack of detailed 
scoping and clarity 
of outcomes for 
climate change 
actions which may 
lead to projects 
being delivered 
that do not 
contribute to the 
achievement of 
Council net zero 
carbon targets 
and/ or climate 
change objectives. 

3 3 Review of current 
action plan to be 
completed in early 
2023 in order to scope 
and validate existing 
actions, and to agree 
a revised action plan 
for 23/24, along with 
success measures 
and monitoring plan. 

 
1 = Little or no risk or impact 
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2 = Some risk or impact – action may be necessary. 
3 = Significant risk or impact – action required 
4 = Near certainty of risk occurring, catastrophic effect or failure of project. 
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Action No. Initiative Status / RAG Progress to date (last update) Dec Update 

PHASE 2 Delivery by MAR 2022       

Action 01 By March 2022, create a Fleet 
Decarbonisation Plan that maps 
the transition of our own fleet to 
low or zero emission by 2030 
including detailing carbon 
savings. 

Complete A draft strategy has been produced 
identifying a route to net zero emissions 
for the Council’s fleet.  Transport 
operations are primarily linked to waste 
and recycling operations and account for 
approximately 51% of our CO2e 
emissions, however after purchasing 
green energy through the green tariff, it 
is effectively 80% of the Council’s current 
emissions. 
 
Demonstrations of two HGV vehicles that 
are currently on the market have been 
organised for later in the year. Alongside 
this work stream officers are in the 
process of exploring possible future 
service delivery models and this will 
eventually include the financial impact of 
any potential changes 

Future service delivery model will identify 
resource need (pay and non-pay).   There will 
be a phased plan to deliver the agreed model.   
 
Expected timeline for delivery of service 
delivery model: March 2023.    However, 
please note that the completion of this phase 
is expected to change in response to 
government waste legislation that may impact 
on collection models, and also the county 
waste strategy.   
 
Trials of several electric vehicles have been 
organised, a large van was trialled in 
November which could be utilised for Grounds 
Maintenance services, workshop and street 
cleansing.  Two refuse / recycling lorries are 
due to be trialled in December.   

Action 02 Review consumer advice 
provided via our communications 
channels 

Complete Information is available on the Council’s 
website and on www. 
www.letstalk.uttlesford.gov.uk/ 

Content on Let's Talk platform is out of date 
and plan is in place to refresh and develop 
project pages.  Platform will be utilised for 
engagement on Zero Carbon Communities 
work programme, and the Saffron Walden 
Clean Air Project.  Refresh to be complete by 
March 2023    
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Action 03 Governance processes 
established for future decision 
making on climate change project 
spending. 

Complete It has been established that projects 
within the Climate Change Action Plan 
will follow the Council’s existing 
Governance arrangements and the CCAP 
will form one workstream within the 
Blueprint Uttlesford Programme. 

Majority of Climate Actions in the plan are due 
to be delivered by March 2023.   The Climate 
Change, Lead Officer will develop an approach 
for review of the action plan, and will lead the 
development of an updated Plan.     To be 
complete by May 2023  
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Action 04 Scoping and delivery of district-
wide decarbonisation projects 
(for instance mapping where EV 
charging points need to go, how 
to take whole villages off oil and 
onto renewable energy) and local 
energy generation projects 
identified. 

Open  The Local Energy Asset Representation 
mapping has been completed. It provides 
a rich dataset of energy assets and 
demand across Uttlesford which is useful 
for future planning towards 
decarbonisation. This is particularly 
important in areas which are not on the 
gas grid and which will have to eventually 
swap oil or LPG boilers for air or ground 
source heat pumps.    A pilot project 
(combining UDC, ECC, Littlebury Parish 
Council, Saffron Walden Community 
Energy and UKPN) is underway in 
Littlebury to engage and inform residents 
on insulation and other measures to 
prepare for the transition. The learnings 
from this project will inform a rollout at 
scale across the district. 

Littlebury Village Kick Start Project is complete 
and the report has been shared.  Essex County 
Council and Community Energy South offer 
free support to community energy groups and 
projects in Essex.   Community Energy South 
have capacity to resource and support this 
programme, to support up to 5 communities 
and are looking to establish a cluster and 
wider network, subject to funding.  The 
Climate Change, Lead Officer is looking to 
develop a more detailed plan with options for 
consideration and decision and will seek 
guidance from the ECC lead for Energy and 
Low Carbon Projects.   Draft plan for 
consideration due Jan 23. 
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Action 05 Travel survey Map to understand 
where and how people travel 
(building on the Local Plan 
consultation feedback that travel 
is an important issue) 

Complete The survey on improvements that can be 
made to improve active travel 
infrastructure is now complete (with over 
2,000 responses from the Community).  
The survey captures perceived and real 
barriers to active travel that can then be 
addressed over time.     

Key findings are due to be extracted from the 
survey to support the Saffron Walden Clean 
Air with engagement and project planning.      
This data has also been shared with existing 
consultants who are working on transport 
studies that support the local plan.   The data 
is due to be shared with the consultancy 
appointed to deliver the LCWIP.  Due January 
23 

Action 06 Installing EV charging points at 
housing owned by UDC 

Delayed Assessment of UDC-owned housing sites 
for non-driveway parking requirements 
March 22 deadline has been missed due 
to lack of data on parking at UDC-owned 
housing sites.  Further work on this 
project to be rolled into 2022-23 service 
plans. 

Planned new build properties will be built with 
EV charging points.   
 
It has been proposed that feasibility of 
implementing EV charging points will be 
included in the ‘housing stock condition’ 
survey to be completed by Norse. 
 
Further updates to follow.  Verbal update will 
provided at the working meeting. 

Action 07 Information campaign to 
highlight dangers to health from 
the pollution generated by idling 
engines. 

Complete Materials have been designed and 
printed and will be used throughout the 
year. 
Targeted campaign planned on 16 June 
2022 – National Clean Air Day. 

There will be a follow-on targeted campaign in 
2023.   A more detailed comms plan will be 
developed for the climate programme in 
addition to targeted comms needed on the 
Saffron Walden Clean Air Project. June 2023 

Action 08 Review the procurement process 
including Scope 3 (which are 
essentially indirectly created 
emissions) and social value 

Complete  Plans to ensure that Scope 3 emissions 
and social value are built into future 
procurement exercises are in place and 
will be considered as part of evaluation 
criteria. 

Further follow up to be undertaken to review 
impact of new policy.  March 2023 
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Action 09 Review energy use footprint of 
our fuel. 

Complete The Council moved to a green energy 
Tariff in 2020 and reducing significantly 
our CO2e emissions and therefore the 
bulk of this action can be considered 
complete. However, it is important to 
continue to consider energy use as part 
of Business as Usual activities.   

Follow on action to work with estates and 
CMT to put system/process in place to track 
energy consumption and efficiencies, 
reporting and monitoring.   Due March 2023 

Action 10 Review resilience plans in the 
light of potential for heatwaves 
and flooding. 

Open As part of the Essex Local Resilience 
Forum, plans for dealing with potential 
impacts of Climate change have been 
prepared. These include heavy rainfall 
and storms, as well as heatwaves.   

The variables arising from climate change 
impacts are included in all emergency 
response planning by the Essex Local 
Resilience Forum.   Any local identified issues 
can be escalated at any time to this forum, via 
our Emergency Planning & Resilience 
Consultant. 
 
Exploration was previously undertaken to 
identify existing sites that may potentially be 
used as ‘cooling centres’ in the district, which 
could be promoted in future heatwaves.   This 
work stream has not been developed any 
further at this stage.  There is no national 
directive to deliver this in response to 
heatwaves, though some guidance has been 
provided by UK Health Security Agency, as to 
how a ‘cooling centre’ should operate, 
including staffing.       
 
The need for ‘cooling centres’ in Uttlesford 
could be further evaluated via engagement 
within existing local community and multi-
agency forums to determine the strength of 
the need, and where centres would need to 
be located.    The Climate Change, Lead Officer 
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will review to agree any next steps with 
community and housing officer colleagues.     
Further update due March 2023  

Action 11 Map opportunities for 
biodiversity 

Open A project to identify sites that are valued 
by the local community has been 
completed and information gained has 
been mapped. This information can be 
used to support the overarching green 
infrastructure plan for the district.  

An email communication has been sent to 
survey respondents to thank them for their 
feedback and inform how the responses will 
be taken forward.  Respondents were also 
made aware of opportunities arising from the 
Zero Carbon Communities Grant.   Part of the 
Local Plan process will include a Green and 
Blue Infrastructure Strategy that will help to 
identify places to protect/enhance and the 
inclusion of GBI in Master Plans.  There will be 
policy backing and it is likely that a 
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) will 
be prepared  - this work will take place  from 
mid 2023 to align with the local plan 
programme.   Due date June 2023 

Action 12 Working with ECC develop a 
greater understanding the carbon 
impact of UDC recycling services 
to enable future service changes 
to be fully understood, in terms 
of both carbon reduction and 
recycling performance    

Open  Essex County Council is leading a project 
to replace the Joint Municipal Waste 
Management Strategy (JMWMS) for 
Essex.  The replacement is being 
developed with full involvement from 
Borough, City and District Councils and 
includes service modelling to help plan 
future services.  Key metrics within the 
models are carbon savings and recycling 
performance.  The overall strategy will 
have carbon reduction and improved 
environmental performance at its core. 

Service modelling is complete.   There is a plan 
in place for a public consultation to take place 
on the Essex Waste Strategy.  Expected June 
2023.  A Member workshop on waste services 
will be planned for early 2023.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

PHASE 3 Delivery by DEC 2022       
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Action 13 Reduce carbon footprint of UDC 
business travel and travel to work 
through use of zero emission 
vehicles and or changes in ways 
of working, seeking to be carbon 
neutral by 2030 

Delayed Project scoping has been carried out and 
an initial discussion held at CMT. 
Continue to evaluate the potential ways 
to reduce business travel or, where it 
cannot be avoided, encouraging the most 
carbon efficient option.    

Climate Change, Lead Officer to have follow 
up discussion to develop CMT plan and agree 
way forward.  Update to follow early 2023 

Action 14 Local Cycling and Walking 
Infrastructure plan (LCWIP) 

Delayed Funded by Climate Change Budget. 
Officers will continue to seek input from 
Essex County Council (subject to ECC 
capacity) on technical aspects of the plan 
with the aim of finalising the first draft of 
the plan on time. 

Procurement process has been initiated, 
preferred consultant/bidder to be appointed 
by end of Dec 2022.   Arising risk that budget 
allocated will not deliver all outcomes 
contained in project brief.  ECC have no 
budget for this project.   Further update 
available when bids assessed later in 
December.    Project to be delivered by July 
2023. 

Action 15 Encouraging active travel: Micro-
mobility schemes (SW Case Study 
SWAI) 

Open This project relies on capacity at both ECC 
and UDC. The project has not progressed 
as far as planned at this stage.   

The Saffron Walden Clean Air Project will pilot 
a number of active travel schemes and phase 
1 of this project has now commenced. The 
Zero Carbon Communities Grant may provide 
opportunity to kick start local community 
schemes where demand for active travel 
schemes/infrastructure has been identified.   
Further work needs to be undertaken to fully 
understand the breadth and scope of the 
different work streams contained within this 
action.     Further update on these initiatives 
due March 20. 
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Action 16 Car club (EVs). This could be tied 
in with pool cars for business use 
by UDC staff, for instance if 
available to hire as a part of a car 
club. 

Open Initial investigations have been made into 
the potential for an EV car club in 
Uttlesford. It is clear that it would require 
an anchor client such as UDC to make it 
viable for a car club operate in the area. 
UDC may or may not be a viable client for 
this project as we adjust to a more hybrid 
approach to office/home working.  Kick-
start funding for an EV car club in Saffron 
Walden is now possible with the Clean Air 
Grant and this could be used for council 
and museum staff where the journey 
starts and ends in SW. 

A pilot is due to be explored for UDC at 
London Road as part of the options for 
implementation of the active travel schemes 
being delivered through the Saffron Walden 
Clean Air project.    More broadly, discussion 
has commenced to look at how to influence 
policy formulation and section 106 
negotiations e.g.to secure car clubs within 
larger developments.   Further updates to 
follow. 

Action 17 Bundle on-street parking spaces 
so that profitable and 
unprofitable spaces are combined 
in packages, to prevent cherry 
picking of the profitable spaces 
and future public subsidy of 
unprofitable spaces. 

Delayed The Local Energy Asset Representation 
mapping, carried out in 2021, has 
identified areas of Uttlesford with and 
without high levels of off-street parking. 
This information has already been passed 
to the ECC on-street EV charging team. 
The team requested suggestions of two 
locations for EV charging points in 
Uttlesford and this information helped 
provide the data. The County is preparing 
an EV charging strategy. It is 
recommended that the draft be scanned 
for its suitability for Uttlesford (and to 
ensure that is doesn’t discourage 
charging as a method of discouraging cars 
in rural areas) 

Awaiting further information from ECC on EV 
Strategy which will focus on on-street 
residential charge points, for those 40% of 
households which do not have access to off-
street.  Further updates to follow. 

Action 18 Enforce Minimum Energy 
Efficiency Standards (MEES) 

Delayed A verbal update will be provided at the 
meeting on this action. 

Work is underway to target private renters, 
who may not be meeting minimum standards, 
as part of the Sustainable Warmth grants 
promotion. 
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There remains an issue with delivering MEES 
due to the limited data available.  Successful 
delivery is also dependent on emerging 
government legislation which is due in 2023.   
Note: a verbal update will be provided on this 
action at the working group meeting.  

Action 19 A published checklist relating to 
energy efficiency standards be 
published for developers to 
consider as part of their 
proposals 

Open Interim CC Planning Policy is in place and 
being used for new planning applications.  
Supplimentary Planning document to be 
drafted alongside local plan when at Reg 
19 stage 

The inclusion of exacting energy efficiency 
standards are aimed to be applied in the new 
local plan policy but will be subject to viability 
considerations.  Advice and guidance is 
available from the new Climate and Planning 
Unit (CaPU) at Essex County Council.  

Action 20 Retrofit community buildings in 
Uttlesford - partnership between 
UDC and parishes where 
advantages of scale can be 
identified. 

Delayed This project has not yet started however 
could be linked with the pilot local energy 
project that is now on-going in Littlebury. 

See note on Action 04:   A plan is in early 
development to consider support a 'cluster' of 
communities in the first instance.  Resource 
will need to be identified to provide specific 
interventions and measures e.g. a retrofit 
assessor to assess different housing architypes 
(to inform the plan for each community and 
housing architype (10 home assessments per 
community).  Work is underway to develop 
the next phase of this programme - options 
may include resourcing an retrofit assessor 
who could be trained locally and sit within 
Saffron Walden Community Energy, subject to 
funding.  Climate Change, Lead Officer is 
looking to develop a more detailed plan with 
options for consideration and decision and is 
seeking guidance from the ECC lead for Energy 
and Low Carbon Projects.   Draft plan for 
consideration due Jan 23 
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Action 21 Improve biodiversity net gain 
(BNG) as per Environment Act.      

Delayed The Local Plan team will include a policy 
on Biodiversity Net Gain within the 
emerging Local Plan.   

The national minimum requirement is to 
achieve 10% Biodiversity Net Gain but the 
Local Plan is aiming for 20%, subject to further 
evidence to ensure this is reasonable and 
achievable.   Further updates will be available 
as the local plan develops. 

Action 22 Reviewing our domestic and 
commercial waste collection 
offers  

Open The Council is participating in the 
development of a new Joint Municipal 
Waste Management Strategy (JMWMS) 
for Essex. This document will focus on 
improving recycling performance across 
the County and will consider a range of 
environmental measures to assess future 
service delivery models (including 
disposal).  This work will be managed by 
the Waste Strategy Panel and any 
decisions required will be sought through 
the Council’s normal governance 
processes. 

A county wide public consultation is due to 
take place on the county wide waste strategy 
in summer 2023.  Further updates on 
proposed delivery models will be provided by 
Assistant Director Environmental Services and 
a Member workshop will be held in early 2023.  

Action 23 Promote ways to reduce food 
waste and promote food waste 
recycling  

Open Plans to promote reducing waste but 
specifically food waste are underway and 
will be rolled out from early summer.  
Efforts will be made to ensure that local 
UDC campaigns also align with national 
and county level messages to help avoid 
confusing residents. 

Various social media campaigns have been run 
over the year focusing on food waste and 
reducing contamination of materials 
presented for recycling.  The team attended 
the Saffron Walden Eco-Fair in September and 
focused attention on reducing single use 
plastics and home composting of food waste 
through home composting or wormery use.   
The team also attended the Gt Dunmow 
carnival.  
A comprehensive refresh of the Council's 
recycling guide has been produced and is 
being distributed to all households in the lead 
up to Christmas. This publication will also be 
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available as a download from the UDC 
website.  

Action 24 Shift residents thinking from 
‘avoiding landfill’ towards 
minimising resource usage and a 
circular economy (including 
reducing single-use plastic). 

Open This action links to 23 and plans are in 
place to address these issues over the 
coming year. 

A range of activities have taken place as 
highlighted in Action 23 which is directly 
linked.  The Essex Waste Partnership have 
undertaken a research project that focus on 
environmental awareness within the general 
population.  This will help steer where best to 
target information campaigns going forward 
and highlights current perceived barriers to 
participating in recycling services.  A revised 
waste education plan was produced that sets 
out the issues will be targeted over the year 
and how engagement will be achieved.   

Action 25 Improve the capture of material 
for recycling (within current and 
then emerging waste 
disposal/treatment frameworks) 
to reduce contamination.  

Open This action links to 23 and plans are in 
place to address these issues over the 
coming year. 

As above a range of activities have been 
undertaken over the year to encourage 
recycling and the Council has linked in with 
national campaigns where possible.  

Actions Ongoing or Complete       

Action 26 Decarbonise Uttlesford's Housing 
Stock 

Delayed Issue re: Norse A Stock Condition Survey is due to be carried 
out by Norse, which is a condition of their five 
year contract.  At present there is no update 
on when this survey will be completed.   The 
Climate Change, Lead Officer is due to meet 
with the Housing Partnership Client Manager 
to review progress and milestones.    
 
Note: 68% of Uttlesford Council housing stock 
has an EPC rating of A – C. 29% has a rating of 
D or below. Uttlesford Norse are currently 
working on a 5 yr. projection to show where 
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the stock will be if current planned works are 
delivered.  

Further updates to follow and verbal update 
will be provided at the working group meeting. 

Action 27 Decarbonisation of partner's 
fleets 

Open Norse Fleet scheduled for replacement 
2025. Transition to EVs recommended 

An update is outstanding on this action re: 
progress made, though it is understood Norse 
do already have some EVs in their Fleet.  
Climate Change, Lead Officer is awaiting 
meeting with Norse asset manager, with 
regard to the replacement plan and future 
milestones.    Update to follow  

Action 28 Lobby ECC for improvements to 
public transport in Uttlesford 

Open Local plan to identify services gaps and 
opportunities for improvements. 

Sustainable travel and a modal share that 
leans towards this is a key local plan policy 
and objective for the Highways Authority.  The 
provisions of a bus route and maintaining a 
service is dependent on the catchment, 
subsidy, convenience, modal choice and 
behavioural matters.  The aim in planning is to 
secure 'walkable neighbourhoods'  

Action 29 Encouraging active travel: 
Highways infrastructure to 
support active travel 

Open Local Highways Panel.  S106 projects Linked to Action 15. ECC Highways Panel have 
allocated funding for the 'Great Chesterford to 
Saffron Walden – Cycleway' (design), and for 
'Thaxted Road, Saffron Walden - New 
footway'.  The Highways panel are also due to 
deliver a feasibility study for a number of 
Saffron Walden cycle schemes from requests 
submitted by the Town Council, in order to 
firmly identify viability.     A study has been 
commissioned to explore options for links 
between the Flitch Way and the south side of 
Bishop’s Stortford, Stansted Airport and Start 
Hill and improved links into Great Dunmow.  
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Further work needs to be undertaken to fully 
understand the breadth and scope of the 
different work streams contained within this 
action and how UDC can leverage through 
S106 agreements. Further update on these 
initiatives due March 2023. 

Action 30 Support ECC with their school 
travel plans by providing local 
contacts where possible 

Open School children get to school via active 
travel modes as often as possible - 
supporting ECC with this work.  There is 
also a School's Sustainability toolkit. 

Emerging Essex County Council work on 
walkable 15-minute neighbourhoods supports 
this action.  ECC School's Sustainability Toolkit 
available. Focused engagement with schools 
in Saffron Walden is due to commence as part 
of the Saffron Walden Clean Air Project.   
Update on engagement due March 2023. 

Action 31 Installing EV Charging Points in 
UDC building spaces 

Open Programme of works for sites.  London 
Road 8 outlets in place.  Charging 
infrastructure has been installed at Lt 
Canfield site (staff parking)  

Further follow up needed by Climate Change, 
Lead Officer. 

Action 32 Installing EV Charging points in 
public car park spaces 

Open Already installed in number of car parks 
across district, though there are some 
gaps. 

Awaiting further feedback from Car Park 
Study, which is due to be published shortly.  
Further follow up needed by Climate Change, 
Lead Officer. 

Action 33  Energy Company Obligation and 
Government Grants for low 
income households 

Open Sustainable warmth / ECO 4 ECO4 open and will run to March 2026.  
Scheme now encourages multiple measures/ 
whole house retrofit with measures needing 
to be installed under PAS2035. Sustainable 
Warmth (LAD3/HUG1) will finish in March 
2023, conversion rate remains low from 
referral to the scheme, through to completion 
of jobs on homes - UDC have released funding 
to CAB who can support focused promotion of 
the scheme to eligible residents. Promotion of 
this scheme will stop at end of Dec 22, any off-
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gas grid referrals can be rolled into the new 
HUG2 scheme commencing April 2023.    UDC 
now bidding for funding via consortium for 
the HUG2 Scheme which will run from April 
2023 to March 2025. Focus remains targeting 
low income/fuel poverty homes, with off-gas 
grid for heating. 

Action 34 Plant Trees around Uttlesford Open Various schemes 2020/21 budget 
remains for tree planting. 

Resource is available for trees.  UDC has had 
planted on UDC and Town and Parish Council 
land since autumn 2020 a total of 524 trees, 
and 2,488 hedging plants at a total cost of 
£25,315.86. Plant losses are estimated at < 
4%. Additionally, tree planting will be covered 
for new development in the Green 
Infrastructure Strategy.  An Ecologist is due to 
be recruited to the planning team, at which 
point further work may be undertaken to 
validate specific project sites arising from the 
Bio-diversity survey feedback received in 
2021.   Projects may also be identified through 
the Zero Carbon Communities Grant.  

Action 35 Respond to Consultations as they 
arise 

Open Business as usual/no clear deliverable 
here / lobbying other bodies on behalf of 
residents 

This action needs to be developed further to 
understand what the expected outcomes are, 
how these can be delivered and what success 
would look like. 

Action 36 UDC Policy on EV charging points 
at new properties 

Complete Policy in place  No further action 

Action 37 Improve air quality monitoring 
and reporting through Air Quality 
being monitored in real time - 
installation of NO2 tubes 

Complete NO2 tubes outside various schools Data collection will be complete in July 2023 
when results of the monitoring and analysis 
will be presented.   A district wide Air Quality 
Strategy is due to be completed in 2023. 
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Report 
Author: 

Vicky Reed, Climate Change, Lead Officer  
 

 
Summary 
 

1. The Climate Change programme has agreed an allocation of £300,000 to 
enable funding of community projects that will support the delivery of priorities 
within the Council’s Climate Change Strategy. 

2. The allocation of funding will be split over two years. £150,000 will be available 
in 22/23 and the same amount again in 23/24. 

3. Grants between the value of £1k, and up to £35k are available to community 
groups, parish and town councils via an application to the Zero Carbon 
Communities Fund. 

4. The Zero Carbon Communities Fund was launched at the end of October 
2022, and a webinar for residents was held on Tuesday, 15th November. 

5. Evaluation and selection of projects will take place in January, with grant 
awards for year one to be approved by Cabinet on 6th February 2023. 

Recommendations 
 

6. To note the actions that have been taken to date to launch the fund and 
engage with community groups in Uttlesford, and the timeline for selection of 
the successful projects. 

7. To note that this enabling activity will support a further plan for district wide 
engagement on climate action.  This engagement will also help inform the 
development of the Council Climate Change Action Plan, specifically the future 
programme of work that will be needed to deliver community decarbonisation. 

Financial Implications 
 

8. £300,000 has been allocated for the next two years.  £150,000 has been 
allocated for year one and it has been agreed that if some of this allocation is 
unspent in year one, the surplus will roll forward to year two. 

 
Background Papers 

 
9. The following papers were referred to by the author in the preparation of this 

report and are available for inspection from the author of the report: 
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• The Council Climate Action Strategy and Climate Action Plan.   
 
• The Zero Carbon Communities Grant Fund Application Form and Guidance 

and the Zero Carbon Communities Webinar Slides are available on the 
Council Website here. 

 
Impact  
 

10.   

Communication/Consultation The model for the Zero Carbon 
Communities Fund has been reviewed by 
the Energy and Climate Change Working 
Group. 

Community Safety None. 

Equalities Grant funding will be allocated so that we 
can support as wide a range of projects as 
possible across the district.  All projects will 
need to demonstrate how they will engage 
with others within their community. 

Health and Safety None. 

Human Rights/Legal 
Implications 

None. 

Sustainability The fund specifically supports enabling 
community groups to deliver sustainability 
and carbon reduction projects aligned to 
the Council Climate Change priorities. 

Ward-specific impacts None. 

Workforce/Workplace None. 
 
Situation 
 

11. The Zero Carbon Communities Grant was launched on 28th October 2022.  
The closing date for applications is 5th January 2023. 

12. Our communications plan included the launch of a new Zero Carbon 
Communities Newsletter which the Council will issue on a regular basis to 
provide information, support and guidance to residents on climate change 
matters. 

13. A launch webinar took place on Tuesday 15th November 2022, attended by 
more than 20 representatives from community groups, parish and town 
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councils in the district. We were able to provide an overview of the application 
process, the grant criteria and the types of projects that may be suitable.                  

14.  In this first round, applications for grants have been invited under three   
themes: 

1) Carbon Emission Reduction 

2) Biodiversity Restoration and Enhancement 

3) Community Engagement in Climate Change 

15.  All projects are expected to provide a method for how they will evaluate and 
measure the impact of their project.  For projects delivering interventions to 
reduce carbon emissions, we expect the impact to be quantifiable. 

16. It is proposed that the selection panel evaluating applications will include 
Councillor Pepper, Councillor Pavitt, and Councillor Caton.  A scoring matrix 
will be designed to assess the applications against the agreed grant criteria.  
Members will not evaluate project applications from within their ward.  

17. The ambition for the fund is to be able to stimulate engagement within the 
community about climate action, to share project ideas, successes, resources 
and learning.    

18. The grant provides an opportunity for the Council to commence an ongoing 
programme of community engagement on climate action.  Along with a regular 
newsletter, we will implement dedicated project pages and resources on the 
Let’s Talk platform, in addition to further webinars to share learning from the 
projects funded by the grant. 

19. Key milestones to be aware of are set out in the table below: 

Activity/Milestone Key Dates 

Application Submission Deadline midday, 5th January 2023 

Evaluation of Applications and Scoring 
Complete 

16th January 2023 

Selection Panel Moderation Meeting 23rd January 2023 

Successful Projects Approved by Cabinet 6th February 2023 

Publication of Grant Awards End February 2023 

 

 

Risk Analysis 
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20.  

Risk Likelihood Impact Mitigating actions 

That the demand 
for grants cannot 
be met by the 
funding that has 
been allocated, 
leading to 
projects not being 
delivered, and 
community 
climate action 
plans being 
delayed in 
delivery, and the 
disengagement of 
community 
groups. 

2 2 Detailed feedback will 
be given to all 
applicants on the 
outcome of their 
proposal.   Arising 
themes from 
applications will be 
reviewed to look at 
where other grants or 
resources could be 
utilised to support 
delivery.  
The Essex Climate 
Commission grant 
fund will continue to 
be publicised which 
provides a further 
opportunity for 
community groups. 

There is a risk 
that project 
impact 
measurements 
are not 
quantifiable, 
which means the 
contribution of 
projects to the 
reduction of 
carbon emissions 
cannot be 
monitored or 
understood, 
leading to a 
failure of the fund 
to achieve its 
aims.  

3 3 Available and 
recognised community 
carbon calculation 
resources and 
methodology are 
shared with applicants 
and projects.   
 

1 = Little or no risk or impact 
2 = Some risk or impact – action may be necessary. 
3 = Significant risk or impact – action required 
4 = Near certainty of risk occurring, catastrophic effect or failure of project. 
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